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RUNNING PHASE ANALYSIS AND ITS APPLICATION TO CYCLE SEARCHING 
IN LONG SERIES OF UNCERTAIN DATA

Summary: The purpose of the described method is to reveal the 
presence of the cyclicity in a long series of uncertain experimental 
data in some realistic conditions when the period has only 
approximately known value. Additionally the cyclicity may appear only 
in part of the ser:es or in a few parts with a variable phase. The 
method is based on the idea of Fourier Analysis, performed, however, 
over few cycles in a running manner. The square wave is used instead 
of sine function. Data must not be equally spaced. The method is fast 
and needs no advanced mathematics.

1. THE FOURIER ANALYSIS A8 A BASIS OF THE METHOD

High precision of the Fourier Analysis (FA) results in a few drawbacks 
which may be very important in analysing imprecise natural data. If, for 
example, evident cycles occur in the analysed series but only in a small 
part of it and the remaining part of the series consists of white noise 
then the result of FA may be insignificant. Moreover, if the really 
existing cycles cover the whole series but with varying phase then the 
result of Fourier analysis will be also insignificant. As the most 
disadvantageous case it may be quoted m* example of the presence of 
distinct and precise periodicity in the • «le long series but with only 
one fault, i.e. the gap in the middle of the series. If the duration of 
this gap is equal to the half of the period (the reason for such a feature 
pay be sampling error) then the result of application of Fourier analysis 
in such a case will be zero for this value of the period.

The second important idea involved in the introducing of described 
method is connected with the concept of running statistics. Let us 
consider a series of data consisting of n elements. The running
statistics is defined as any function of subseries of k consecutive
elements of this series, starting from the ith element

s. - f(x,, *i+i......* i+k>' (1)

where is th? j-th element of the series, and k is the length of
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subseries. In a special case s^ may be the result of FA. For i*l and k*n-l 
there is onl}' one value of s. For k << n, what is the usual case in 
application of running statistics, there is n-k * n values of s (i.e. n 
results of FA). So large number of results seems to be completely 
unsuitable for drawing any definite conclusions.

In order to avoid difficulties inherent in both the classical 
formulation of the Fourier analysis and the method of running statistics 
it is proposed to search for a periodicity in a long series of uncertain 
data by application of the Fourier analysis for a priori chosen value of 
period in a running way over a subseries covering time span of few 
periods. Two arguments of a general nature may be quoted to support the 
proposed approach. Firstly, from statistical point of view the task of 
proving the presence of a definite feature in a given data set is quite 
different than the task of proving the presence of anything. Secondly, an 
a priori knowledge about the data is usually available.

In the classical Fourier analysis the analysed series of data is 
compared with the sine and cosine functions in order to approximate the 
series with the sum of sine functions with different amplitudes, periods 
and phases. In the present method it is proposed to use the digital square 
wave instead of the analog sine function, as is shown in Fig. . 1. The 
general argument which may be quoted for using the ± 1 function is that the 
computers which are commonly used today are almost exclusively >digital 
devices. It may appear supprising that the cheapest radio receiver is able 
to perform FA much faster than the fastest computer. Additionally using of 
± 1 function instead of sine and cosine considerably saves computing time. 
The main argument is the simplification of statistical testing of t h e • 
presence of the cycle.

Fig. 1. Data, analog and digital periodical functions.

Rys. 1. Dane oraz funkcje okresowe (analogowa i cyfrowa).
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2. THE RUNNING PHASE ANALYSIS

Because the phase of the cycle possibly existing in data is unknown, 
two square functions are to be used. They are analogous to sine and cosine 
functions" in FA (see Fig. 1). The data are summed over the fragment of
series with the + or - sign. Let us denote 

s - Ç (±)JxJ (2 a)

Ç ( ± ) X  ( 2 b )J J

where an(* (±)j are equal to +1 or -1 according to Fig. 1. It may be

easily proved that the function

a = ABS(s) + ABS(c) (3)

is independent of the phase and is proportional to the amplitude of
oscillation present in the analysed part of data series. The value of the
phase p may be obtained through the following algorithm:

1 c
IF s>0 AND c>0 THEN p = - j T (4a)K 4 c+s

1 c
IF s>0 AND c<0 THEN p = - T --- (4b)

1 c-2 s
IF s<0 AND c>0 THEN p = - 7  T -7 —  (4c)* 4 c+s

1 c+ 2 s
IF s<0 AND c<0 THEN p = 7  T -7 —  (4d)* 4 c+s

where T is the period of the square wave.
Let us denote by s ^ n d  c ^ h e  values of s and c are calculated over the

ith cycle
i *T

s = E ( * ) V  » (5a)
J •  ( i - 1 ) * T ♦1  J J

i *T
* E
j • ( I -1 ) *T ♦ 1

Calculation of s  ̂ and ci is repeated for all cycles of the square wave; 
the number of pairs (s.,ct) obtained in this way is equal to m * INT(n/T). 
From Eq. (3) it is .possible to obtain the value of amplitude a A of the ith 
cycle, and from Eqs. (4a-d) the corresponding value of phase p^. In the 
next step the very informative plot of â ' and p^ values may be obtained. 
However, for noisy data appropriate smoothing by calculating running 
averages o f ‘s i and c 4 is necessary.

In analogy to filters the range of averaging of s^ and c^ may be 
denoted by the quality factor q, equal to the number of cycles in the 
moving window of the filter
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The values of a q and p q obtained from s q and may
results of FA performed over the fragment of the series

(6 a)

(6b)

be treated as a 
from (i-l)*T to

>: «■»* are not independent the resulting

‘V  S'
_. i ■ V..'

(i+q-l)*T. The values of 
plot of a q is smooth.

Choice of q is arbitrary but should depend on expected behavior of
searched cyclicity with period T in the analysed ser#es of data.Values 
q=l, 2, 3 may lead to spouriui. and accidental results. On the other hand,
the value q= 1 0  gives safe results, but may overaverage short sequences of
few periods which are existing in the data.
3. EXAMPLE

The annualy ’aminated sediments of the GoSci^z Lake consist of about 
13,000 couplets (Pazdur et a l . 1987). The cores are of course not

continous, so the material gives 
numerous sequences consisting of n * 
2,000 data points. The laminae 
thicknesses were measured in Gliwice 
Radiocarbon Laboratory (Goslar et
al., 1989) with the purpose of
correlation of different cores. The 
laminae are sometimes not very
distinctive, it is probable that two 
layers may be taken as one or one as 
two. In consequence the time scale,
i.e. the number of laminae may be 
imprecise. The results of running 
phase analysis are shown in Fig. 2. 
The upper part of each plot shows
values of amplitude a calculated 
according to Eq.(3), in the lower
part the phase p (estimated from Eqs. 
(4a-d)) is plotted within boundaries 
±T/2. One pixel in the horizontal
scale is equivalent to one period T. 
Jumps of the phase may indicate
errors in laminae counting. Slope of 
the phase plot indicates that actual 
period is either greater (positive
slope) or smaller (negative slope)
then the assumed value T. The value
of slope enables to obtain in a
simple way a correct value of T.

- . / . .
y

T=12
q=8

Fig. 2. Results of RPA for series 
of n * 1911 varves.

Rys. 2. Wyniki obliczeń RPA dla 
serii n * 1911 lamin.
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4. BY EYE AND STATISTICAL VERIFICATION OF THE PRESENCE OF CYCLES
Many books and papers have been devoted to the subjectivity of

scientific inquiery (cf Levi 1980). The personal a priori knowledge is
inavoidably engaged in even most refined statistical test. Subjective 
impression is no less important then yes or no answer of exact test. The 
importance of readily appreciable picture cannot be exaggerated.

In Fig. 2 the fragments of series with high amplitude of oscillations 
and stable phase may be found. If the va uts of the period T and the phase 
p are known, the cycles may be plotted together with raw data. Examples 
are given in Fig. 3. Understanding of this picture does not need any 
mathematical knowledge. It should be only mentioned that the data are 
smoothed by running averaging with time constant t * T/3. Application of
low-pass filter does not impose any artificial periodicity. However,
picture perception as a rule overestimates fast changes, and, in 
consequence, leads to subject ve overestimation of periods from the band 
covering T.

1 / s

Fig. 3. Plot of same data as in Fig. 2 smoothed by running average with 
indicated quare wave with appropriate values.of the period T and phase p. 
Horizontal lines indicate cycles where significant agreement is observed 

between data and the wave predicted from Fig. 2.

Rys. 3. Wykres tych samych danych co na rys 2 wygładzonych metodą 
średniej bieżącej wraz z przebiegiem fali prostokątnej o odpowiednio 
dobranych wartościach okresu T i fazy p. Linie poziome wskazują cykle, w 
których występuje istotna zgodność między danymi pomiarowymi a falą 

przewidywaną na podstawie rys. 2 .

For all periods separately, Student "t" test is applied. The and
parts of the period are compared by means of t statistics. The
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significance level was chosen equal to 0.25. In Fig. 3 the cycles with 
positive test result are underlined.

Because the phase of periodic function was not chosen at random the 
calculation of expected number of positive test results is not a trivial 
application of the binomial distribution. To solve this problem the Monte 
Carlo experiment was performed. The results are as follow: for the total 
number of cycles in the subsequence equal to 1 0  the number of "yes" test 
results hardly exceeds 6 , and for 2 0 periods this limiting value is about 
10- 1 1 .

Next correction, which should be taken into account is connected with 
the fact that analysed subsequence was not chosen at random from the long 
series. It is still possible to perform the Monte Carlo experiment which 
would be general enough to include this question, but involved a priori 
knowledge concerning the homogeneity of the whole sequence would be 
impossible to quantify. Moreover, the analysed long series is usually not 
independent on other series analysed in the past or to be analysed.

5. RETURN TO FOURIER ANALYSIS

If one wishes to check the presence of any period in long data series 
the running phase analysis still may be useful. For every T from the 
spectrum of periods in interest, and for given q, the sum of a . may be
calculated according to Eq.(3). On the plot, of a sum versus T one may
search for the peaks. It should be mentioned that the step on logarithmic
scale of T is dependent on q, not on the lenght of the series as in usual
FA,

*T .next 1
T-------- 1 S i ' (7:p r e v

However, because q « n, the precision is much less in running phase 
analysis than in FA.
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BIEŻĄCA ANALIZA FAZOWA I JEJ ZASTOSOWANIE DO POSZUKIWANIA CYKLICZNOŚCI 

W DŁUGICH CIĄGACH NIEPEWNYCH DANYCH POMIAROWYCH

Streszczenie

Opisana w artykule metoda przeznaczona jest do wykrywania obecności 
cykliczności w ługich ciągach niepewnych danych eksperymentalnych z 
uwzględnieniem realistycznych warunków gdy wartość okresu znana jest 
jedynie w przybliżeniu. Ponadto cykliczność może występować jedynie w 
części ciągu danych, lub też w kilku jego częściach lecz z różniącymi się 
fazami. Opisana metoda opiera się na koncepcji analizy Fouriera, 
przeprowadzanej w sposób bieżący na odcinku obejmującym kilka cykli. 
Zamiast funkcji sinusoidalnych wprowadzono falę prostokątną, co znacznie 
przyspiesza obliczenia. Nie jest konieczne równomierne rozmieszczenie 
danych w analizowanej sekwencji.

nOC/lEROBATEJlbHblfl *A30BHfi AHA/W3 H ETO I1PHMEHEHHE HUS HCCJ1ES 0 BAHH 8 

UHK/lHHHOCTEfl B R/1HHHHX I10C/IEJ10BATE7!bH0CT8X HEHAHEIHUX 3KCIlEPMMEHTA/IbHblX 
AAHHHX

Pe3pne

B poznane npennoses «exon nns oósapyzeHHS uHK/iHHHOCTeft b a/ihbhoh 
nocnenoBaTenhHOCTH HeHaneiHiix 3KcnepHHeHTa/tbnHx na«ux. HeTon HaHćonee 
npRroneH b c/iynae, zorna 3H3iBRne nepwona rckohoto UHK/ia H3BecTho to/iłzo 
npH6nH3HTe/ibHO, Kpode xoro noxasaRO, sto uh k/i h h hoctł noiex nposBJiHTbcs 
/ih6 o b sacTR HCC/ienyeHO# noc/ienoBaTe/ibROCTH /ir6 o b Hecxo/ibKHx nacxsx c 
ot/ihhhhhh 3 Ha se h h RH h (pasu. Ilpen/ioxe h hu fi neron ocHOBaH Ha o6 ąeH 
npencTaB/ieRHH cneKTpa/ibBoro aHa/iH3a łypbe npHHeReHHoro noc/ienoBaTe/ibHO n/ia 
H H Te p Ba/l 0 B C n/lHHOi B HeCKO/IbKO UHK/IOB. HcXOflRUe flaHHUe HoryT ÓUTb H 
HepaBROHepHo pacno/ioieHu. OseHb npocTa HaTeHaTHnecraa npouenypa npHBonRT k 
BHCOKOt CKOpOCTM BUH HC/ieH H jt.


